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SECOND INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

ON THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF PORTOLAN CHARTS

PROGRAMME
7 JUNE | THURSDAY

09.00 – 09.30

Registration

09.30 – 10.00

Welcome & Introduction

SESSION 1

10.00 – 11.00

Chair:

Joaquim Alves Gaspar

10.00 – 10.30

Tony Campbell | How were the portolan charts created? The argument
for a mental-map origin

10.30 – 11.00

Catherine Delano-Smith | Emergent maps: questioning the rise and
function of the portolan chart and the regional map in the Middle Ages

11.00 – 11.30

Coffee break

SESSION 2

11.30 – 13.00

Chair:

Richard Pflederer

11:30 – 12.00

Jacques Mille | About a recently discovered portolan chart: the Avignon
chart

12.00 – 12.30

A. Denisov & A. Podossinov | Rhipaean mountains on the early portolan
charts: influence of ancient and medieval traditional cartography?

12.30 – 13.00

Andrew Blackler | Testing the practical application of the 13th and 14th
century portolan charts within the historical framework of the late
medieval period

13.00 – 14.30

Lunch
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SESSION 3
Chair:

14.30 – 16.00
Tony Campbell

14.30 – 15.00

Pietro Armienti | Portolan maps: an achievement of cutting edge
knowledge in the Pisa maritime republic

15.00 – 15.30

Bruno Almeida | Famous Charts and Forgotten Fragments: exploring
correlations in early Portuguese nautical cartography

15.30 – 16.00

Henrique Leitão | Maps and charts as objects for the History of Science

16.00 – 16.30

Coffee break

SESSION 4

16.30 – 18.00

Chair:

Vladimiro Valerio

16.30 – 17.00

Laurent Monsaingeon | An enigmatic portolan chart by Baldasaro da
Maiolo Visconte (1589)

17.00 – 17.30

Yossef Rapoport | Mediterranean navigation before the portolan charts:
representation of maritime space in the Fatimid Book of Curiosities

17.30 – 18.00

Wei-sheng Lin | Interpreting data from the portolan charts: the case of
the medieval Cilician coastline

20.00 – 23.00

Dinner at Instituto Hidrográfico
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8 JUNE | FRIDAY

SESSION 5
Chair:

09.30 – 11.00
Henrique Leitão

09.30 – 10.00

Vladimiro Valerio | Why should medieval charts be drawn in a
geographical projection?

10.00 – 10.30

Gonçalo Dias & Gregory McIntosh | A new, further method of
cartometric analysis with two case studies

10.30 – 11.00

Michael Barritt | On 'the mischief of an indiscriminate neglect of old
surveys' (Captain W. H. Smyth RN): the depiction of navigational hazards
on portolan charts

11.00 – 11.30

Coffee break

SESSION 6

11.30 – 13.00

Chair:

Catherine Delano-Smith

11.30 – 12.00

Roel Nicolai | The navigation data in the Compasso de Navegare:
accuracy and provenance

12.00 – 12.30

Richard Pflederer | Portolan charts of the Mediterranean Sea: analysis
of the correspondence with data from Lo Compasso de Navegare

12.30 – 13.00

Joaquim Alves Gaspar | The Liber de existencia riveriarum and the
genesis of nautical cartography

13.00 – 14.30

Lunch

14.30 – 15.30

Visit to the Hydrographic Institute and chart exhibition

SESSION 7

15.30 – 17.00

Chair:

Tony Campbell & Joaquim Alves Gaspar

15.30 – 16.30

Round table | Portolans and portolan charts: which came first?

16.30 – 17.00

Closure
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Alexander V. Podossinov
Moscow State University, Russia

podossinov@mail.ru

Rhipaean mountains on the early portolans: influence of ancient and medieval
traditional cartography?
The portolans belong to the cartographic products that show almost no
continuity in comparison with the previous ancient and medieval maps.
Portolans contain accurate data on the configuration of the coasts of the
Mediterranean, Black and Azov Seas with much realistic information
about cities, ports, rivers, mountains and other cartographic objects.
Portolans drastically break with medieval traditional cartography – with
its religious, mythological and fantastic images. They include, in particular, the Riphaean
Mountains, which in antiquity and the Middle Ages were the most important marker of the north
of Eurasia. It seems that the portolans could not get rid of this element that was so important in
the mythological picture of the world; there are several maps that show some mountains that
could be Riphaean. It confirms the proposition that portolans have some common features to
traditional cartography. In our paper we will show, how the ancient and medieval cartography
represented the Riphaean Mountains and which traits in the portolans could be considered as
echos of the traditional European cartography.

Biography
Born in 1950 in the Moscow region (Russian Federation) Alexander Podossinov is Professor and
chief research fellow at the centre for History of Eastern Europe in Antiquity and Middle Ages of
the Institute of General History of Russian Academy of Sciences; chief of the Department for
Classical Languages at the Historical Faculty of Moscow Lomonosov State University; and author
of more than 400 scientific works. He was awarded Grants from Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung
(Munich), Fondation Hardt (Genf), British Council (Oxford), Open Society Support Foundation
(Budapest), Academy for Humanities (Melbourne), Russian Foundation for Humanities (Moscow)
and the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Research (Moscow). His PhD thesis entitled Ovid’s
Poetry as source for the history of the Black Sea region; and habilitation thesis entitled Space
concepts in archaic cultures of Eurasia (orientation on cardinal points). Editeur-en-chef of
international journal Aristeas: Journal of Classical Philoogy and Ancient History (Moscow).
Member of redactions and editorial boards of 11 national and international journals and
President of the Russian Association of Teachers of Classical Languages. Specialist in the History of
Ancient and Medieval Cartography (see the papers: Die Orientierung der alten Karten von den
ältesten Zeiten bis zum frühen Mittelalter. In: Cartographica Helvetica. 7. Murten, 1993. S. 33–43;
Was There Any Cartography in Byzantium? In: Acts of the XVIIIth International Congress of
Byzantine Studies. Selected Papers. Moscow, 1991. Vol. IV. Literature, Sources, Numismatics and
History of Sciences. Shepherdstown, 1996. P. 287–292; Newly found Byzantine world map of the
15th century. In: 14. Kartographiehistorisches Colloquium. Hamburg. 6.-8. November, 2008.
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Andrew Blackler
University of Birmingham, United Kingdom

blacklerav@gmail.com

Testing the practical application of the 13th and 14th century portolan charts
within the historical framework of the Late Medieval period
One of the conclusions of the 2016 workshop was that portolan charts
appear to have first originated in Genoa sometime during the 13th century.
This paper tries to understand why. It explores the historical context of
the Late Medieval period, looking at the years leading to the sack of
Constantinople in 1204 by forces of the Fourth Crusade and the rivalry
between Genoa, Pisa, Venice, a revived Byzantine state (after 1261) and
the Kingdom of Aragon in the 13th and 14th centuries. This suggests that
mercantilist expansionary aspirations during this period may have provided the catalyst for the
development of the portolan chart.
Taking this as its base, the paper then examines the evidence from the charts themselves by
comparing their depiction of the Greek island of Euboea (medieval Negroponte) with a
topographic reconstruction, based on contemporary documentary sources and archaeological
research undertaken by the author. Negroponte, on the eastern seabord of continental Greece,
grew from a thriving entrepôt in the late 12th century into a full Venetian colony in 1390 and,
eventually, the capital of Ottoman Greece in 1470. The island was a key to Venetian control of the
eastern Mediterranean and the trade routes to Constantinople and the Black Sea. This together
with its peculiar geography with over 700 km of coastline provides an ideal case study for
understanding the practical application and development of portolan charts.

Biography
Andrew Blackler is a PhD student since 2012 at the Centre for Byzantine, Ottoman and Modern
Greek studies, University of Birmingham, researching the cartographic depiction and topography
of Late Medieval Greece, within which he is studying in detail the towers and beacons along the
seabord of the Aegean. Andrew´s most recent article addresses the 14th century topography of
Euboea based on contemporary portolan charts, and published a further two articles: Mapping
Frankish Euboea: tracing the depiction of the island by the portolan charts and early maps from
the 13th to 17th centuries. In Tankosic Z., Mavridis F. & Kosma, M. (Eds.) An Island between Two
Worlds: the Archaeology of Euboea from Prehistoric to Byzantine times, July 2013, Eretria;
Norwegian Institute at Athens, 653-661; Conference Review – First International Workshop on the
Origin and Evolution of Portolan Charts - Lisbon, June 2016. e-Perimetron 12 (1): 37-39
[http://www.e-perimetron.org/Vol12_1.htm].
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Andrey O. Denisov
Moscow State University, Russia

andreydenisov7377@yandex.ru

Rhipaean mountains on the early portolans: influence of ancient and medieval
traditional cartography?
The portolans belong to the cartographic products that show almost no
continuity in comparison with the previous ancient and medieval maps.
Portolans contain accurate data on the configuration of the coasts of the
Mediterranean, Black and Azov Seas with much realistic information
about cities, ports, rivers, mountains and other cartographic objects.
Portolans drastically break with medieval traditional cartography – with
its religious, mythological and fantastic images. They include, in
particular, the Riphaean Mountains, which in antiquity and the Middle
Ages were the most important marker of the north of Eurasia. It seems that the portolans could
not get rid of this element that was so important in the mythological picture of the world; there
are several maps that show some mountains that could be Riphaean. It confirms the proposition
that portolans have some common features to traditional cartography. In our paper we will show,
how the ancient and medieval cartography represented the Riphaean Mountains and which traits
in the portolans could be considered as echos of the traditional European cartography.

Biography
Andrey O. Denisov was born in 1999 in the Samara region (Russian Federation). Doctorandus at
the Historical Faculty of Moscow Lomonosov State University in the Department of Middle Ages
history. Denisov has a grant of the Russian Scientific Foundation with the work entitled The
Northern Eurasia in the cartography from Ptolemy till modern GIS-technologies”. Coauthor of the
work Riphaean Mountains in the ancient and medieval cartography (in: Aristeas, 14, 2016, pp. 53160 together with A.Podossinov).
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Bruno Almeida
CIUHCT, University of Lisbon, Portugal

bjalmeida@gmail.com

Famous Charts and Forgotten Fragments: exploring correlations in early
Portuguese nautical cartography
In one of the first descriptions of Portuguese cartographic material, the
authors of the famous Portugaliae Monumenta Cartographica (PMC)
suggested connections between two anonymous portolan charts, that is,
the portolan chart at the Bibliothèque Municipale of Dijon (c. 1510) and a
fragment of a chart kept in Lisbon in the Archive at Torre do Tombo. Later,
they also hinted affinities between those two charts and a third document,
the famous chart of the Atlantic known as Kunstman III. Nevertheless, they
did not advance much more on these preliminary indications.
The present study explores these proposed correlations: are the suppositions of the PMC correct?
What can we find out about this cartographic material when using modern practices? To find the
answers to these and other related questions, we use an integrated approach that proposes a
new look at these objects and into the relevant literature produced by the different authors,
along with the application of modern digital technologies.

Biography
Bruno Almeida has a BSc in Physics Engineering and a PhD in the History and Philosophy of
Science. His dissertation was dedicated to the influence of the nautical work of the Portuguese
cosmographer and mathematician Pedro Nunes in Europe during the 16th and 17th centuries. His
dissertation won the Cultural Prize of the Lisbon Geographical Society. He is interested in the
history of science in Portugal during the early modern period. He is a member of the MEDEACHART Project where, among other topics, he currently works on technical literature about
nautical charts.
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Catherine Delano-Smith
University of London, United Kingdom

c.delano-smith@qmul.ac.uk

Emergent maps: questioning the rise and function of the portolan chart and the
regional map in the Middle Ages
Two new genres of map appear to have emerged fully-developed within
much the same period of the Middle Ages, each drawn on relatively large
parchments (separate-sheet maps, we would term them today): the
portolan chart of the Mediterranean and the regional map of a large
physical or political unit. Setting aside uncertainties of date, we can take the
Pisan chart (c.1290) as representing the earliest extant chart and the Gough
map of Britain (c.1390-1400) as the earliest surviving regional map (soon
followed by the Cotton Roll map of Italy). The Gough map project is still work-in-progress, but
this has already yielded unexpected insights into the map’s physical creation, allowing
reconsideration of the map’s function*. In the light of our experiences with the Gough map, some
analogous lines of thought will be suggested that might—or might not—help expand thinking
about the context and original function of the portolan chart.
* Catherine Delano-Smith, with Peter Barber, Damien Bove, Christopher Clarkson, P.D.A. Harvey,
Nick Millea, Nigel Saul, William Shannon, Christopher Whittick, and James Willoughby, New Light
on the Medieval Gough Map of Britain. Imago Mundi, 69:1 (2017), 1-37 + plates.

Biography
Catherine Delano-Smith graduated in geography from the University of Oxford, researched
environmental change in the coastlands of Mediterranean Europe, and then taught at the
universities of Durham and Nottingham and, briefly, in London. She is currently a Senior
Research Fellow of the Institute of Historical Research, University of London, and has been
Editor of Imago Mundi: The International Journal for the History of Cartography since 1994.
She has written and taught on a range of topics in the history of maps and mapping and is
presently lead researcher and co-ordinator of the Gough Map Project.
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Gonçalo Dias Apra
CIUHCT, University of Lisbon, Portugal

goncalo.apra@gmail.com

A New, Further Method of Cartometric Analysis with Two Case Studies
We are performing various cartometric analyses on 14th and 15th century
portolan charts. Typically, 100 to 200 points (ports and prominent capes)
are identified in the Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea, and Atlantic Coast on
each chart. These points are compared to their “true” location (longitude
and latitude) with MapAnalyst. Going beyond the grid pattern of
distortions produced by MapAnalyst, the differences in the portolan chart
point positions and the true positions, as recorded in the MapAnalyst
database, are further graphed. The resulting diagrams display clustering, dispersion, slope,
spread, etc., which make explicit previously unseen aspects of the design and construction of
portolan charts. Criteria for interpreting and evaluating the resulting data is being developed. The
team will report progress so far in producing the data and how it can be interpreted.
The results of two such analyses will be presented as examples of the potential of the newly
created methodology. One study compared the Angelo de Dulcert chart, made in Majorca in
1339, with the Domenico and Francesco Pizzigano (Pizzigani Brothers) chart, made in Venice in
1367. Surprisingly, the Mediterranean Sea on the two charts are virtually identical to each other in
shape and orientation. Such precision and accuracy in replication is unlikely by mere freehand
drawing. Though these two charts are dated almost thirty years apart and were made 1,000 km
from each other, there must have been some copying method by an intermediary means such as
a template, the use of the same pilot book as a source, or some other duplication process.
A second study sought to confirm the claim made in an inscription by Battista Beccari on his chart
of 1403. Beccari contended that on previous portolan charts the scale used for the depiction of
the Atlantic coasts was different than that of the Mediterranean, and that he was correcting this
difference. The application of methodology in this case was able to arrive at a conclusion. The
presentation will show the various types of data outputs from the cartometric analyses and how
they can be interpreted, and potential areas of further investigation.

Biography
Gonçalo Dias is a Postdoctorate Researcher at the Medea-Chart Project, Centre for History and
Philosophy of Science at the University of Lisbon, Portugal. His background and PhD dissertation is
on Physics Engineering. Most of Gonçalo´s research experience is on Theoretical Physics and Fluid
Dynamics but has extensive knowledge and some work on history of science mainly on the
reception of Newtonian ideas in Portugal. In the Medea-Chart project he works with cartometric
analysis of medieval maps but his interest extends to the relation between technical instruments,
artisans and scientific revolution.
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Gregory McIntosh
CIUHCT, University of Lisbon, Portugal

gregorymcintosh@yahoo.com

A New, Further Method of Cartometric Analysis with Two Case Studies
We are performing various cartometric analyses on 14th and 15th century
portolan charts. Typically, 100 to 200 points (ports and prominent capes) are
identified in the Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea, and Atlantic Coast on each chart.
These points are compared to their “true” location (longitude and latitude) with
MapAnalyst. Going beyond the grid pattern of distortions produced by
MapAnalyst, the differences in the portolan chart point positions and the true
positions, as recorded in the MapAnalyst database, are further graphed. The
resulting diagrams display clustering, dispersion, slope, spread, etc., which make explicit
previously unseen aspects of the design and construction of portolan charts. Criteria for
interpreting and evaluating the resulting data is being developed. The team will report progress so
far in producing the data and how it can be interpreted.
The results of two such analyses will be presented as examples of the potential of the newly
created methodology. One study compared the Angelo de Dulcert chart, made in Majorca in
1339, with the Domenico and Francesco Pizzigano (Pizzigani Brothers) chart, made in Venice in
1367. Surprisingly, the Mediterranean Sea on the two charts are virtually identical to each other in
shape and orientation. Such precision and accuracy in replication is unlikely by mere freehand
drawing. Though these two charts are dated almost thirty years apart and were made 1,000 km
from each other, there must have been some copying method by an intermediary means such as
a template, the use of the same pilot book as a source, or some other duplication process.
A second study sought to confirm the claim made in an inscription by Battista Beccari on his chart
of 1403. Beccari contended that on previous portolan charts the scale used for the depiction of
the Atlantic coasts was different than that of the Mediterranean, and that he was correcting this
difference. The application of methodology in this case was able to arrive at a conclusion. The
presentation will show the various types of data outputs from the cartometric analyses and how
they can be interpreted, and potential areas of further investigation.

Biography
Gregory C. McIntosh is a PhD student at the University of Lisbon researching maps and nautical
charts between the 13th and 16th centuries. He has a B.A. in Philosophy and a much diversified
professional experience which includes aeronautical engineering, art gallery direction, and project
managing. He is a well-known author in early modern exploration and cartography, particularly in
the famous Piri Reis map of 1513. He has written four books, contributed to chapters on six other
books and has made numerous conference presentations. His articles have appeared in Imago
Mundi, Terrae Incognitae, Mercator’s World, Cartographica Helvetica, American Neptune, and
The Portolan.
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Henrique Leitão
CIUHCT, University of Lisbon, Portugal

leitao.henrique@gmail.com

Maps and charts as objects for the History of Science
The history of cartography is a well-established and very rich academic field,
varied in its objectives and methods. Historians of maps have made important
contributions not only to their discipline, but also to political and diplomatic
history, to cultural history, the history of art, etc. Yet, somewhat surprisingly,
the relation between the history of cartography and the history of science has
been rather tenuous. Maps and charts are surely objects of great interest for
historians of science, but this interest has been explored only in a somewhat
superficial manner. The objective of this presentation is to highlight the many points of contact
between the history of cartography and today’s history of science. These points of contact open
possibilities for new scholarly work, possibilities that are in place today but that did not exist
three or four decades ago.

Biography
Head of the Department for the History and Philosophy of Science, University of Lisbon, and Professor at the Masters Program in the History and Philosophy of Science, with a vast number of
ongoing projects with students and collaborators. Henrique Leitão has a PhD in Physics and his
research during the last years has been dedicated to the History of Early-modern Science, especially Mathematics, Astronomy and Nautical Science. His contribution to the project Medea-Chart
project will mostly focus on the study of texts and in the multi-spectral analysis of manuscript
charts.
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Jacques Mille
Independent Researcher, France

jacques.mille2@wanadoo.fr

About a recently discovered portolan chart: the Avignon chart
At the 1st Workshop in June 2016, I presented a paper about the French
Mediterranean coasts on the portolan charts. Then, in April 2017,
I was lucky to discover (thanks to a friend, Paul Fermon) an unknown
portolan chart in the Archives of Vaucluse, in Avignon. Immediately, at first
glance, I got the feeling that it could be old, and perhaps, {remove
comma} should be placed among the oldest extant portolan charts, prior
to Vesconte’s charts of 1311-13.
The chart is in bad condition and only shows the Atlantic and the western
part of the Mediterranean Sea, which is drawn inside a double red circle, with winds. Particularly
interesting is the depiction of the Atlantic coasts of France, England and the North Sea, from the
Pas de Calais to Jutland and, probably, to part of the Baltic Sea.
The chart contains uncommon elements, such as a double red circle with sixteen winds, four tilted
square grids filling in the areas not enclosed by the wind rose system and a distance bar inside a
circle. Two other oddities are the depiction of seven churches and a strange flower with 24 petals.
Because some of these uncommon elements are shared with the oldest extant portolan charts,
including the Pisan chart, a dating around 1300 is proposed. This implies that the Avignon chart
may belong to the so-called “formative period”, together with four other anonymous and
undated charts: the Pisane, Cortona, Lucca and Riccardiana charts. The aim of my paper is
to offer some remarks about the Avignon chart in order to open the way, and the debate, for
further and deeper research on the subject.

Biography
Jacques Mille is a retired Professor, Agrégé de l’Université (Géography) and an active collector of
old maps of Provence, Alps, France and, secondarily, the rest of the world. Some publications on
early maps feature: 2011, Les Hautes-Alpes. Cartes géographiques anciennes (XVe – mi
XIXe siècle); 2013, Le Dauphiné. Une représentation des territoires à partir des cartes
géographiques anciennes; 2015,Les calanques et massifs voisins. Histoire d’une cartographie.
1290- XXe siècle; 2018, Le massif des Écrins. Histoire d’une cartographie, de l’Antiquité à l’aube du
XXe siècle (in press); 2013, Contribution en vue d’une chronologie des travaux de Jean de Beins,
Ingénieur-Géographe du Roi en Dauphiné au début du XVIIe siècle (Bulletin de la Société d’études
des Hautes-Alpes) and several off-prints from various conferences on the representation on old
maps of the mountains in Dauphiné, the city of Gap, Capbreton and surroundings; Jean de Beins
and his works out of Dauphiné. Research into the cartography of the Calanques led to a study of
portolan charts, in particular a review of the treatment of the French Mediterranean coast in the
portolan texts and portolan charts. Finally, the 'discovery' of the Avignon chart, via Paul Fermon's
thesis.
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Joaquim Alves Gaspar
University of Lisbon, Portugal

alvesgaspar@netcabp.pt

The Liber de existencia riveriarum and the genesis of nautical cartography
The earliest known historical clue to what might have been a primitive
nautical chart is in a manuscript of ca. 1200, the Liber de existencia
riveriarum et forma maris nostri mediterranei, made with the purpose of
describing the Mediterranean Sea. The text consists in a portolan-like listing
of places and distances along the coast, complemented by some routes
connecting distant shores, for which both distances and directions are
provided. In the prologue of the document, it is described how the
information on courses and distances, compiled by the author, was provided by mariners and
travelers, with the purpose of making an improved map or chart. This paper will show that the
directions listed in the Liber are of two distinct types: some are not affected by magnetic
declination, which indicates that they were probably determined by astronomical methods, while
others are affected by systematic errors that could only have originated in observations made
with a marine compass. It is suggested that some of the pelagic courses of the Liber were
compiled from an existing cartographic representation, most probably a nautical chart, which may
have been used as a general reference for the book. Considering that the earliest surviving
portolan charts were produced in the last decades of the thirteenth century, this implies that a
primitive type of chart, not based on compass directions, already existed around 1200. Thus, the
genesis and technical evolution of the medieval portolan chart appears to be a much longer and
complex process than previously considered by the historians.

Biography
Joaquim Alves Gaspar is a Captain of the Portuguese Navy (retired), and a specialist in navigation,
hydrographic surveying and mathematical cartography. He works presently as an invited
professor in the Faculty of Sciences, University of Lisbon, and as a researcher at the Centre for the
History of Science and Technology (CIUHCT). His main research interests are the History of
Cartography and Navigation, mostly focused on the Medieval and Early Modern Nautical
Cartography, where he applies innovative methods of cartometric analysis and numerical
modeling. Joaquim Alves Gaspar is now the Principal Investigator of the five-years European
Research Council project Medea-Chart, whose aim is to solve a series of crucial questions
pertaining to the birth, technical evolution and use of pre-Mercator charts. His most recent works
include three studies of the Mercator world map of 1569 (two in co-authorship with Henrique
Leitão) (Imago Mundi and Journal of Navigation), two studies of the early cartography of the
Caribbean Sea, including the Juan de la Cosa planisphere (Terrae Incognitae), and a theoretical
study about the differences between maps and charts during the early modern period (Journal of
Cultural Heritage). For a list of published papers see: https://lisboa.academia.edu/JoaquimGaspar.
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Laurent Monsaingeon
Independent researcher, France

laurent@monsaingeon.eu

An enigmatic portolan chart by Baldasaro da Maiolo Visconte (1589)
A chart signed by Baldasaro da Maiolo Visconte, dated 1589, is kept in the
archives of Alpes-Maritimes, France, where it was used as bookbinding for
notarial archives. This chart relates to the sequence of portolan charts of
the Mediterranean by the Maggiolo dynasty in Genova, and their typical
features as 16th century portolan charts. However, it presents several
unusual features: the coastline is cut in four pieces rotated at 90° from each
other; there is no name of harbors; it is ruled by a single diamond-shaped
network including the usual primary, half and quarter-wind rhumb-lines.
The presentation first describes the geometric and cartographic aspects and the hydrographic
codes of the document. Secondly, the structure in four “jigsaw puzzle” pieces is presented and
analyzed regarding the possibility and accuracy of rebuilding the Mediterranean chart by
connecting the four pieces between them. Image processing is performed allowing to reduce
distortions and impact of creases on the document, and to reconstruct the whole chart.
Measurements are performed concerning the geographic orientation and scale of the chart, and
compared with reference publications.
Finally, a hypothesis is worked out, which points to its utility as a tool of reproduction of portolan
charts in Maggiolo’s workshop, this "master copy" chart swiveling around the central point of the
diamond network as a carousel distributing the four pieces in succession, and allowing the
cartographer, with the help of a pantograph, to reconstruct precisely and quickly the coast line of
the whole Mediterranean, possibly with an enlargement of scale. This “master copy” chart in four
pieces presents the interest of higher reproduction accuracy and with a size of pantograph easier
to handle, than a single-piece chart of the Mediterranean at the same scale would have required.

Biography
Laurent Monsaingeon is an amateur regarding history and usage of portolan charts, and has never
published in this field. He sailed a lot in the Mediterranean and Pacific Ocean, at a time when only
dead reckoning and celestial navigation allowed determining one’s position at sea (1970-1985).
The visit of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France exhibition L’âge d’or des cartes marines, in 2012,
including this portolan chart presented as an “enigmatic chart” enticed Laurent Monsaingeon to
address the challenge and contribute to solving the puzzle. Laurent Monsaingeon background is:
French Naval Academy (1969-1971), masters in Oceanography (US Naval Postgraduate School)
(1979-1981) and more recently CEO of French Riviera Ports (1996–2013).
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Michael Barritt
Independent researcher, United Kingdom

mk@mbarritt.com

On 'the mischief of an indiscriminate neglect of old surveys' (Captain W. H.
Smyth RN): the depiction of navigational hazards on portolan charts
In his classic work The Mediterranean: a Memoir Physical Historical and
Nautical, published in 1854, Captain William Henry Smyth listed sixteen
significant navigational hazards in that sea which he had found marked on
portolan charts in the British Museum but which had been missing from
charts used in the British fleet in the 19th century. A number of these
dangers, such as the Skerki Bank in the western approaches to the Sicilian
Channel, had cost the Royal Navy shipwreck and significant loss of lives.
This paper will extend Smyth’s list, noting the first appearance of dangers
on portolan charts and the subsequent history of their depiction, and making a comparison with
modern day charts. Recalling Francesco Beccari’s account of conversations with those in his
maritime community with knowledge extending through European waters, it will comment on the
source of information on dangers and spurious dangers (vigias). It will illustrate the emergence of
symbology and the refinement of some of the depictions of danger, and discuss how this supports
the conclusion of a study by Tony Campbell and the author that the documentation of hazards as
an aid to safe navigation was a primary driver for the emergence of the portolan chart.

Biography
Captain Michael Barritt served for 33 years in the Royal Navy taking part in worldwide
hydrographic operations for the improvement of charts and safety of shipping. Senior posts with
responsibility for defining national hydrographic requirements, programming surveys, and
ensuring quality control of British Admiralty charts culminated in appointment as Hydrographer of
the Navy (2001-3).
Michael Barritt is a graduate of Oxford University and an active researcher in the field of maritime
history, specialising in the development of hydrographic surveying in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Michael Barritt is working on an account of the emergence of the RN
Surveying Service during the wars of 1793-1815 and has published articles and reviews, principally
in the journal of the Society for Nautical Research, and the study Eyes of the Admiralty (London,
2008). Michael Barritt is the immediate past president of the Hakluyt Society, which publishes
scholarly editions of accounts of travel and encounter.
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Portolan maps: an achievement of cutting edge knowledge in the Pisa maritime
republic
Portolan maps are the first accurate maps prepared on the basis of a
rigorous mathematical approach that allowed their practical use for
navigation in open seas. These revolutionary maps represent a unique
achievement not only in the history of navigation but in the history of
civilization itself. In the Liber de existencia riveriarum et forma maris nostri
Mediterranei, an anonymous Pisan proudly announces, at the middle of
13th, century that his book accompanies and complements a map of the
Mediterranean of his own design. The compiler of this lost map, probably the first Portolan, states
to have used an original procedure that provides a rationale display of “latitude” and “longitude”,
adopting for the first time these terms in the modern meaning of geographical coordinates. I
present in this work the evidence of the presence in Italy of the mathematical knowledge needed
to draw portolan maps adopting the globular projection scheme proposed by al-Biruni. Fitting by
least square methods of a computed globular map of Mediterranean coasts on the earliest
portolans, provide a further robust evidence of the adopted projection scheme. Even if the most
ancient portolans do not report figures related to the contemporary introduction of indo-arab
numbers, I suggest that the 13th century mathematician Leonardo Fibonacci had a role in their
conception due to the presence in a 13th century church of Pisa of an abacus able to provide the
values of trigonometric functions needed for the geographical projections. This confirms the
observation by Gautier-Dalché that portolan maps were the fruit of a compromise between the
technical and clerical cultures, a way proudly adopted by the Pisan Republic at that time to gain
supremacy on the Mediterranean Sea.
Biography
Born in 1957, alumni of the Scuola Normanle Superiore of Pisa from 1975 to 1980, he took his degree in
Geology at the Pisa University in 1980. Pietro Armienti is full professor of Petrology since 2001 at Earth
Science Department of the Pisa University. Expert in thermodynamics of petrologic processes, he has
developed image analysis and stereologic techniques to derive constraints on the time scales of magmatic
crystallization. Research activity of Pietro Armienti develops in the sector of igneous petrology and
volcanology. Author of more than 100 publications, on national and international journals with impact
factor of 25 (Scopus), he has defined geochemical and physical models able to describe and predict the
evolution of volcanic systems in the areas of Phlegraean Fields (Italy), Mt Etna (Italy), Lanzarote (Canarias)
and North Victoria Land (Antarctica). He was coordinator of the researches on Cenozoic igneous activity in
the Italian Antarctic Program and participated to the Environment Project on Etna Volcano. He has recently
published original works applying image analysis to the study of middle ages tools, identifying the
th
geometrical meaning of marble inlays on the 13 century church of San Nicola in Pisa and deciphering as a
th
th
Qibla finder a mathematical tool found in Verona in a hidden cache of 13 -14 century weapons. His
interest in portolan map is related to the history of the Maritime Republic of Pisa and the role of Leonardo
Fibonacci in the evolution of middle age western civilization.
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Portolan charts of the Mediterranean Sea: analysis of the correspondence with
data from Lo Compasso de navigare
Lo compasso de navigare is the earliest known portolano written in a
vernacular language. Only one manuscript copy is known, and this copy bears
the date January 1296, which is quite close to the date of the production of
the Carte Pisane, the earliest known portolan chart.
At the 2016 conference, the author presented data and conclusions of a
study which compared distance and direction information of selected pelagic
itineraries of this portolano with similar information derived from five of the
earliest portolan charts. The study analyzed the geographic and geographical differences between
these data sets with the goal of deriving insights on the level of congruence between Lo
Compasso de navigare and these earliest charts.
Because the earlier study did not show a clear quantitative correspondence between the selected
pelagic itineraries and the corresponding directions and distances extracted from the charts, the
study is being extended in two ways: 1) to include a broader selection of pelagic itineraries; 2) to
cover coastal itineraries on selected local areas of the charts, i.e., the coast of North Africa, the
Mediterranean Sea coast of the Italian Peninsula and the coasts of the Levant. The recently
identified Avignon chart fragment will also be added to the list of charts compared.

Biography
Richard Pflederer began his study of portolan charts in 2000 when he was invited to produce a
digital catalogue of the British Library collection. In the years that followed he has completed
catalogues of six other important collections, including National Maritime Museum, Bodleian,
Huntington, Library of Congress, Newberry and Archivio di Stato (Florence). In addition, he has
extensively studied charts in the collections several other institutions. He has also assembled and
published a detailed census of all known portolan charts, including as many in private hands as
are known. His book Finding their Way at Sea is a work intended to introduce the subject to a
general audience.
He is a graduate of Northwestern University and has completed programs at Columbia University
and the Thunderbird School of Global Management. He is the founder of the Williamsburg Map
Circle, Vice Chair of the Phillips Society (Library of Congress) and serves on the EAB of the Portolan
(WMS).
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The navigation data in Lo Compasso de Navigare: accuracy and provenance
The debate on whether or not portolan charts derive from portolans has been
ongoing for some 150 years. This paper discusses a comprehensive analysis of
the Lo Compasso de Navigare, the oldest portolan containing a complete set
of course and distance data covering the Mediterranean and Black Sea. The
much-cited analysis by Lanman dates from 1987. Pflederer presented an
analysis of a limited subset of data from the Compasso de Navega Lo
Compasso de Navigare during the First Workshop on the Origin and Evolution
of Portolan Charts in Lisbon in 2016. Both studies were limited in their scope and based on data
samples instead of the entire dataset. The study discussed in this paper is comprehensive in the
sense that, as far as possible, all locations in the Mediterranean and the Black Sea mentioned in
Lo Compasso de Navigare have been identified. That resulted in a dataset consisting of 1330
bearings and distance pairs, large enough to compute reliable statistics and enabled a comparison
of nearly every bearing and distance pair in Lo Compasso de Navigare with their true values to be
made. An important aspect of this, discussed in this paper, is the suggestion by James E. Kelley Jr.
that “portolans may owe more to portolan charts than vice versa”, which translates into the
question whether and if so, to what extent, Lo Compasso de Navigare may have been scaled from
one or more pre-existing portolan charts.

Biography
Roel Nicolai holds a masters degree in Geodesy from Delft University of Technology. After
graduating he served as a conscript officer in the Hydrographic Service of the Royal Netherlands
Navy. In 1984 he joined Shell, where he worked in a variety of roles and locations until October
2016. For the last 10 years of his career he was Shell’s Principal Geodesist, setting and maintaining
global geodetic standards and work practices in Shell’s upstream business. He began studying the
origin of portolan charts in 2003 and was awarded a PhD degree on this subject by the University
of Utrecht in 2014. His revised thesis has been published as a book. He is currently the Chairman
of the Dutch society “De Hollandse Cirkel” for the history of geodesy. He continues his research
into portolan charts and has focused recently on making his work more accessible to a nontechnical audience.
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How were the portolan charts created? The argument for a mental-map origin
Nobody has yet explained how the portolan charts’ information was gathered
and processed. The correct overall Mediterranean geometry could not have
been achieved by a coastal survey. But there must be a rational explanation,
not one reliant on an unspecified earlier civilisation.
No trading vessel set out to sea without its helmsman knowing the direction
and distance to his destination, the position of the intervening islands and
threatening dangers. For millennia, mariners would have amassed spatial
information, which grew, by means of ‘inadvertent triangles’, into a mental diagrammatic map of
the seas they knew, linking harbours and islands to one another.
The Inuit and Polynesian navigators gathered sophisticated spatial knowledge without formal
mathematics, while the London Black Cab drivers’ hold a large and complex map in their heads.
The oldest surviving book of sailing directions, the Liber de existencia riveriarum (early 13th
century), includes a list of open-sea crossings (pelagic courses). Those might have come from a
prototype chart, but it is proposed here that the ‘Liber’s author saw instead a version of a diagram
similar to those held in sailors’ memories. This would represent the charts’ true origin.
How that diagram would have developed into a formal chart must be speculative – who would
have recorded the process? But, gathered in one of Italy’s busy ports, a group of sailors might
have decided that, by sharing their knowledge and setting it down on vellum, they could complete
and rectify their shared mental geometric network. Thereafter, an existing toponymic list could be
replicated and the coastlines drawn in. The portolan charts should then be understood as the
transference of a network of spatial relationships from one medium to another.
Uniquely, this theory provides answers to the three outstanding problems: the absence of
antecedents, the inadequacy of medieval instruments, and the charts’ greater accuracy compared
to the portolani texts.
Biography
Tony Campbell was Map Librarian of the British Library (1987-2001) and, since 1993, chairman of Imago
Mundi Ltd and co-ordinator of the biennial International Conference on the History of Cartography (ICHC).
He has maintained the gateway website 'Map History', since 1997
(http://www.maphistory.info/index.html).
In 1975 he discovered the first English sea atlas of the East, by Martin Llewellyn (c.1600). Among his
portolan chart publications are 'The Drapers' Company and its school of seventeenth century chart-makers'
(1973), and an extended chapter, 'Portolan charts from the late thirteenth century to 1500', in Volume I of
The History of Cartography (Chicago University Press, 1987). In 1986 he published the first systematic
census of surviving portolan charts up to 1500.
Since 2011, he has been publishing online essays and listings on, inter alia, toponymy, island colour and
shape, workshops, Benincasa, the charts' functions and their cartographic innovations, a detailed analysis of
the Carte Pisane that confirmed its early dating, and a new census of surviving examples. [See
http://www.maphistory.info/portolan.html - or its Bibliography.]
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Why should Medieval Charts be drawn in a geographical projection?
A crucial point in any kind of research dealing with discoveries and scientific
improvements of our knowledge is the “awareness” of the actors. Generally
speaking when we find a property, a specific character of an artifact of the
past, we have to ask to the question whether the author was aware of that or
not.
The “awareness” is a fundamental point in any epistemological research. If we
don’t apply this kind of lens to our mind, a sort of filter that strips our preconceptions, any result
we imagine to have reached in our research is meaningless. It is at the most a superimposition of
our knowledge to the past.
In my paper I will show the possibility to draw up a map of the Mediterranean just putting on
paper distances and bearings between places making use of basic and simplest conceptual and
material instruments (triangles, ruler and compass) avoiding any kind of calculation.
Drawing the distances and constructing triangles consent to represent the coastline of the
Mediterranean without the errors due to the curvature of the earth, which may be assumed as a
cylinder due to the little extension of the Mediterranean in latitude. The errors occurred in my
graphic reconstruction are smaller than the ones present in the distances and bearings observed
and tabled at that time.
Any kind of projection we may find out from a medieval chart is just a joke, unless we
demonstrate that it was in the author’s intention and capacity to draw such a geographical
projection. In sum, we have to demonstrate the will, the intention of the chartmaker to draw a
map in that specific projection, and not simply to find it out, which is a trivial discovery. We have
to face with his “awareness” of the process of geographical projection of the earth.

Biography
Vladimiro Valerio earned a degree in architecture in 1971 from the “Università di Napoli”, where
he then started researching and teaching. In 1999 he became Associate professor at the
“Università IUAV” in Venice, where he was nominated Full professor in 2006. He retired inAbaco
(2012) and an essay on geographical schemes in ancient Greek codices of Ptolemy’s Geography
(2012). He has authored several entries for the Dizionario biografico degli Italiani and the
Allgemeiner Künstlerlexikon and collaborated with the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna on
the Lexikon zur Geschichte der Kartographie (1986). In 2003 he started to collaborate on The
History of Cartography project (University of Wisconsin) as author and coordinator of the Italian
section in the volume on Renaissance cartography (2007); he then joined the editorial advisory
board for the volumes devoted to the Enlightenment and to 19th-century. He is one of the seven
founder of the Italian Map Collector Society and a member of the “Accademia Patavina di Scienze,
Lettere ed Arti” in Padoa. He received the Helen Wallis award 2017.
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Interpreting data from the portolan charts: the case of medieval Cilician coastline
The purpose of my paper is to identify the cause of the changing relative
importance of coastal places in medieval Cilicia. For this paper I have
analysed selected portolan charts dated between 1300 and 1500 that include
this region. To supplement this analysis I have employed GIS (geographic
information science) modelling. The relative importance of Cilician coastal
places in the portolan charts is defined by the cartographers' choice of ink
colours for these places. Based on my analysis of the place-names from these
portolan charts, there are indications of changing importance of medieval Cilician coastal placenames during the medieval period. Causes of such changes, however, can not be identified based
on currently available archaeological records; such data collection and analysis regarding this
region during the medieval period are still ongoing. Though there is textual evidence from
medieval narrative sources regarding Cilician coastal places, it is too fragmentary for identifying
causes of changing importance of Cilician place-names shown by the portolan charts. Because
Cilician place-names on portolan charts indicate a geospatial pattern of place-names and their
importance, I hypothesised that their importance was affected by their accessibility, which was
determined by their respective surrounding topography. To test this hypothesis, I measured the
impact of topography on the accessibility of selected coastal places in Western Cilicia using GIS
modelling. The results of my testing disproved my initial hypothesis; the relative importance of
coastal place-names was not affected by their accessibility determined by their surrounding
topography. In addition to reporting my initial hypothesis and testing results, this paper will
review systematic approaches to assessing the significance of place-names written in different
colours in portolan charts.

Biography
Wei-sheng Lin is completing his doctoral thesis at the University of Birmingham. His research
focuses on the geographical extent of Western mercantile activities in the region of Cilicia (in
southern Turkey) between the 13th and 15th centuries. He finished his masters in Byzantine
Studies in 2012 at the same university. Interested in medieval Western mercantile activities
around the Eastern Mediterranean, he plans to further explore the diachronic development of
selected sites in medieval Cilicia using the portolan materials.
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Mediterranean navigation before the Portolan charts: representation of maritime
space in the Fatimid Book of Curiosities
This talk will examine the cartographical representation of Mediterranean
maritime spaces in the recently discovered Fatimid Book of Curiosities,
written circa 1020- 1050 preserved in a late 12th century copy. In the Book
of Curiosities, the Mediterranean is shown as a perfect oval diagram, dense
with hundreds and harbors and islands, but unrecognizably abstract. Other
perfectly abstract maps present the island of Cyprus as a sharp-pointed
rectangle, and the Aegean Sea as a series of elongated finger-like arches. Paradoxically, this
absolute abstraction is accompanied by unprecedented wealth of material on quality and size of
anchorages and harbors, sailing distances, water sources and wind directions. This wealth of
detail on Mediterranean navigation far surpasses even later Arabic geographical literature, such
as the works of al-Bakrī and al-Idrīsī.
Taken together, these texts and diagrams are of major interest for the history of Mediterranean
navigation and maritime charts before the portolan charts of the later Middle Ages. I will argue
that the intentional abstraction of the maritime maps is directly tied to their origin in navigation
records, and that the straight lines reflect coast-hugging mariners’ view of the Mediterranean
shores. The abstraction of the maritime maps of Book of Curiosities is in complete contrast to the
late medieval portolan charts, and it seems highly unlikely that any antecedent of the charts was
known in Fatimid Egypt. The maps also show that the mere practice of recording sailing distances
and directions did not necessarily lead to the rise of mimetic charts. Thus, the Mediterranean
maps of the Book of Curiosities lends support to those, like Ramon J. Pujades, who argue that the
portolan charts were a radical break with cartographical tradition, whether European or Islamic.

Biography
Yossef Rapoport is a historian of the social, cultural and legal aspects of life in the Islamic, Arabicspeaking Middle East in its Middle Ages, from about 1000 to 1500 AD and a Reader in Islamic
History, Queen Mary University of London. He is the author of Marriage, Money and Divorce in
Medieval Islamic Society (Cambridge UP, 2005), and co-author, with Emilie Savage-Smith, of An
Eleventh-Century Egyptian Guide to the Universe: The ‘Book of Curiosities’, edited with an
annotated translation (Leiden: Brill, 2014) and Lost Maps of the Caliphs: Drawing the World in
eleventh-Century Cairo (Chicago UP, forthcoming June
2018, http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/L/bo28179104.html)
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